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You have been 
telecommuting and 
zoom-ing for the past 

however-many months.  
The kids are going stir crazy 
(though perhaps not as 
much as their parents!) and 
everybody needs a safe place 
to escape, relax, re-group 
and recharge.  But where do 
you go and feel safe whilst 
doing it?  Simply put, there 
is no more luxurious way 
to get away from it all than 
ÁÙĩÁŅà� űĩŖŅ� ĩūĢ� ƉĩÁőĆĢú�
second home.  Whether it’s 
wintering in the Caribbean - 
hello, St. Bart’s! - summering 
ÁěĩĢú� őĂä� �ġÁěƈ� �ĩÁŉő͡�
ĩŅ� őÁėĆĢú� őĂä� Ăĩġä� ĩƆÚä�
and home schooling on 
board and out to sea for the 
foreseeable future, a yacht 
creates a safe space with 
endless opportunities to 
explore, work, and relax.  My 
Yacht® Group, renowned for 
producing its curated HNW 
events on board some of the 
ūĩŅěàΎŉ�ƈĢäŉő�ŉŖłäŅűÁÚĂőŉ�Áő�
ĂĆúĂ�łŅĩƈěä�úěĩÙÁě�úÁőĂäŅĆĢúŉ�
(mark your calendars: 
Monaco F1, May 20-23, 
2021!), is fully independent 
and uniquely positioned, 
with access to a vast array 
of yachts, superyachts, and 
megayachts, both for charter 
and sale. With interest rates 
at an all-time low, and yachts 
qualifying for tax deductions 
as a second home, here’s a 
ŉäěäÚőĆĩĢ�ĩù� ùĩŅͿŉÁěä�ƉĩÁőĆĢú�
beauties to whet your 
appetite.

Yachts@MyYachtGroup.com for 
more information on these and 
the latest yachts for sale, both in 

the U.S.A. and abroad.



M/Y SOLO 
236ft / 72m Tankoa Yachts | 2018

12 guests | 6 Staterooms | 18 crew
Price: $80,000,000

`ŖěőĆ� ÁūÁŅàͿūĆĢĢĆĢú� űÁÚĂő�ūĆőĂ� äƆÚĆäĢő� àäŉĆúĢ͡�
low emissions, and an impressive 9000nm range. 
Expansive upper deck owner’s apartment with 
direct access to two outdoor terraces, shaded sun 
pads, Jacuzzi, lounge, and touch-and-go helipad. 
Other highlights include a 20-foot transversal 
ĆĢƈĢĆőű�łĩĩě͡�ŪÁŉő��äÁÚĂ��ěŖÙ͡�ūäěěĢäŉŉ�ÚäĢőäŅ�ūĆőĂ�
gym and sauna, Hammam, and fold-out balconies.

Design: Francesco Paszkowski (Ext. & Int.); 
Margherita Casprini (Int.)



M/Y SEALYON
̡̠̞ùő�ͭ�̤̠ġ�¨ĆÁŅäúúĆĩ��ŖłäŅ�¯ÁÚĂőŉ�Ϧ�̧̠̞̞�ͭ�̠̞̟̦�Ņäƈő

12 Guests | 6 Staterooms | 16 Crew
Price: $34,500,000

Multi award-winning, highly maintained, Italian-
ÙŖĆěő�ŉŖłäŅűÁÚĂő�ūĆőĂ��Ha��<ŅääĢ��ěŖŉ�ÚäŅőĆƈÚÁőĆĩĢ͠�
Features include a rotating sunbed, misting system, 
outdoor cinema, large Jacuzzi, gym, elevator, and 
spacious media room with 103” screen, plus main 
deck split-level Owner’s suite with walk-in dressing 
room and panoramic views.

Design: Espen Øino International (Ext.); 
Candy&Candy (Int.)



M/Y OCEAN CLUB
̢̟̤ùő�ͭ�̣̞ġ��ŅĆĢĆőű�Ϧ�̧̠̞̞�ͭ�̢̠̞̟�Ϟ�̧̠̞̟�Ņäƈőŉ

12 Guests | 5 Staterooms | 10 Crew
Price: $15,900,000

Award-winning shallow draft yacht on the 
ġÁŅėäő�ùĩŅ�őĂä�ƈŅŉő�őĆġä͠�DŖúä͡�ĩĢͿàäÚė͡�ŉłěĆőͿ
level Owner’s Suite with his / hers bathrooms 
and observation lounge with 270 degree 
views. 7-person Jacuzzi, impressive watertoys 
ÚĩěěäÚőĆĩĢ͡�łěŖŉ�̟̞̞̞�ŉń�ùő�ƉĩÁőĆĢú�àĩÚėŉ�ÚŅäÁőä�
a vast Beach Club.

Design: Patrick Knowles (Int.)



M/Y LOON
̟̣̣ùő�ͭ�̢̥ġέ�ĂŅĆŉőäĢŉäĢ�Ϧ�̧̧̟̥�ͭ�̠̞̟̦�Ņäƈő

̟̟�<Ŗäŉőŉ�Ϧ�̤��őÁőäŅĩĩġŉ�Ϧ�̧έ�Ņäū
$9,500,000

In turnkey condition following a top-to-bottom 
̧̟ͿġĩĢőĂ�Ņäƈő�ūĆőĂ�ěÁŅúä�ūĆĢàĩūŉ�ÁĢà�̤Ύ̧Ό�ĂäÁàŅĩĩġ�
throughout, and on-deck full beam Owner’s cabin with 
Jacuzzi tub. Extensive watertoys collection including 27’ 
ĆĢƉÁőÁÙěä�ŉěĆàä͡��äÁÙĩÙŉ͡����͡��ÚŖÙÁ͡�ĩƅͿŉĂĩŅä�ƈŉĂĆĢú͡�
őĩūÁÙěäŉ͡�ūÁėä�ÁĢà�ùĩĆě�ÙĩÁŅàŉ͡�ėĆőä�ŉŖŅƈĢú͠�

Design: Don Starkey (Ext.)


